Score reports and how to interpret them

TestPrep-Online offers a sample test for every pack to check your performance before you even start studying. The sample test is comprised of 10 questions based on the format of the test you are preparing for in order to provide a small taste of what to expect, while being indicative as to where you stand on the process of succeeding.

Upon completion, you will see a graph with your raw score. Beneath the graph, you have a distribution of the questions into the respective sections of the test, as well as which ones you have answered correctly or incorrectly.

Gifted programs are aimed at students who get results in the top percentile; therefore, they require more practicing. A perfect result (10 correct questions) means you are familiar with questions that are typical to the test.

The following scores can give you an idea of your situation before you start preparing.

❖ [1-4]: You may need to practice more. Review some of the topics you have learned and make sure you understand the questions fully before answering.
❖ [5-9]: You are on the right track! Remember that you need a perfect score. Use our practice packs to develop the necessary skills to obtain the highest score.
❖ [10]: Well done! Your performance was great, maintain your A-game by doing some extra practice.